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CLIC is a proposal of CERN for a future high-energy particle collider. CLIC will collide 

electron and positron beams at a centre of mass energy of 3 TeV with a desired peak 

luminosity of 2*1034 cm-2s-1. The luminosity performance of CLIC is sensitive to ground 

motion. Ground motion misaligns accelerator components, most importantly quadrupole 

magnets, which leads to emittance growth and beam-beam offset at the interaction point. This 

paper discusses the beam based feedback strategies currently used together with mechanical 

stabilization systems to address the above mentioned issues. These strategies consist of an 

Interaction Point Feedback (IPFB) and an Orbit Feedback (OFB). The two feedbacks have 

been designed independently and the main objective of this paper is to show how they 

interact. A simulation program is used in order to simulate the whole collider, it includes the 

behaviour of the beams, magnets, supports, ground attenuators, sensors, and actuators. Beam-

offset feedback optimization and integrated simulations have been performed and results show 

that despite a detrimental coupling of both feedbacks at high frequency, it is possible to 

decrease the beam-beam offset and maintain the desired luminosity. 
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1 Introduction 

Future linear colliders could open the way to new exciting physics. One design is the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [1]. 

This particle accelerator is expected to answer some of the fundamental questions regarding the nature of matter. The 

feasibility study of such an ambitious project is carried out by an international collaboration of scientists. Among its 

numerous technical challenges, CLIC needs unprecedented Ground Motion (GM) mitigation techniques. These 

techniques, composed of mechanical stabilization systems and Beam-Based Feedbacks (BBFB) are necessary to achieve 

the desired performances in terms of luminosity: L0 = 2*1034 cm-2s-1 [1]. Luminosity and the rate of physics events is 

correlated to the beam emittances (linked to the beam size) and the relative beam-beam offset at the Interaction Point (IP) 

according to equation 1, where L is the obtained luminosity, x and y are the vertical and horizontal directions, �(0) the 

(nominal) beam size at the IP and � the beam-beam offset at the IP along x and y. Note that the equation is an 

approximation and only valid for small deviations around the nominal values (�x,0 = 45 nm and �y,0 = 1 nm, [1]). As the 

vertical dimension of the beam is 45 times smaller than the horizontal one, only the former has been considered. 
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The CLIC luminosity loss budget due to all dynamic imperfections is about 20% [1]. Our goal is to have a small 

contribution from GM on the luminosity loss. A contribution of only 1% needs a vertical offset �y of 0.2 nm         

IRMS(0.1) (Integrated Root Mean Square at 0.1 Hz). The IRMS is defined as the integral of the Power Spectral Density 

(PSD) within a given frequency range: 

 �������C � �
�

��
�����C��.  (2) 

This paper describes the two feedback controls currently used within the simulations. On the one hand, an optimized 

IPFB control localized at the IP uses the beam deflection angle, post-collision Beam Position Monitor (BPM) and a 

dedicated control to minimize the beam-beam offset thanks to kickers near the IP. On the other hand, the ultra low beam 

emittance preservation is facilitated by an Orbit Feedback (OFB). It uses the beam position all along the beam line 

obtained by BPMs in order to correct the beam oscillations. Integrated simulations of the beam line and the IP collisions, 
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which includes both feedback controls studied in this paper, realistic modelling of the GM and technical noise and 

realistic transfer through supports (including mechanical feedback) have been performed by using PLACET [2], a 

tracking code developed at CERN, and the beam-beam code GUINEA-PIG [3]. Although being complementary, the 

simultaneous use of both feedbacks has some side effects leading to high frequency beam motion amplification. The first 

part of this paper describes the collider and the disturbances that affect the beam position and orbit. The second part is 

dedicated to the presentation of the two feedbacks that have been designed independently. The last part investigates the 

interaction between both feedbacks and shows that the desired performances can be reached after a re-optimization of the 

parameters. 

2 The Compact Linear Collider 

CLIC is an electron-positron collider with a nominal centre of mass energy of 3 TeV with a peak luminosity of 2*1034 

cm−2 s−1 [1]. Fig. 1 gives an overall layout of the complex (taken from [1]). 

 

CLIC uses a novel two beam acceleration scheme to generate a high accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m. This 

acceleration scheme together with an optimization for wall plug power efficiency results in short bunch intervals of 0.5 ns 

and a train length of 312 bunches of about 3.7*109 particles each. A repetition rate of 50 Hz was chosen to synchronise 

the Radio Frequency (RF) power source with the wall plug network. The high luminosity requires very small beam 

emittance, which is generated in the damping rings. 

Fig. 1: Layout of the CLIC complex.
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2.1 CLIC beam line 

2.1.1 Main linac 

The two main linacs (ML), one for positrons and the other for electrons, accelerate the beams from an initial energy of 9 

GeV to the final value of 1.5 TeV by using normal conducting accelerating structures with an RF of 12 GHz and a 

gradient of 100 MV/m. This choice of frequency and gradient is based on an optimization of the total accelerator cost. 

The ML design is identical for electrons and positrons and both MLs are about 21 km long. The key design goal is the 

preservation of the ultra-low transverse emittance during beam transport. This goal is achieved by a combination of 

careful lattice design, precise pre-alignment of the beam line components, stabilisation of the beam guiding quadrupoles 

against vibrations and by using beam-based correction methods. The ML tunnel and the beam line are laser straight [4]. 

2.1.2 Beam Delivery System 

The Beam Delivery System (BDS) squeezes the beams and brings them into collision. Furthermore, the BDS should 

protect the beam line and the detector against missteered beams coming from the ML and remove beam-halo particles to 

minimise background in the detectors. This is performed by the collimation system. The first collimator needs to survive 

the impact of a complete bunch train, which requires large beam sizes and which drives the length of the BDS system to 

about 3 km. In addition, the BDS provides instrumentation to monitor key physics parameters, such as energy and 

polarisation. Due to the crossing angle of 20 mrad, crab cavities are required to rotate the bunches for head-on collisions. 

The last part of the BDS consists of the final focus system. This system focuses the beams to the required sizes in order to 

reach the luminosity goals. It incorporates a chromaticity correction scheme [5], so that an energy spread in the beam will 

not dilute the beam size at the IP. The Final Doublet (FD) consists of the last two quadrupoles, named QF1 and QD0 (see 

fig. 5). The last quadrupole QD0 is located inside the detector. Given the beam sizes, colliding the beams at the IP 

imposes very tight tolerances on the stability of the FD quadrupoles. 

2.2 Dynamic imperfections 

2.2.1 Ground motion 

GM induces beam misalignment and beam-beam offset leading to a loss of luminosity (luminosity is inversely 

proportional to the cross section of the bunches). The PSD of the natural GM is a steep function of frequency which falls 
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off as 1/f4. Several peaks can be observed and are related to machinery and structural resonances. Such peaks appear as 

steps in the IRMS. As the future CLIC location site is still unknown, different GM models based on measurements 

performed in accelerator laboratories and on historical data have been established [6]. Fig. 2 shows the PSD of the GM 

measured in the tunnel of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN (where the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [7] is 

located, report available in [8]), as well as several GM models. These GM models have been integrated in PLACET in 

order to characterize accurately the GM influence on the linear collider. 

 

Model A is based on measurements in the empty LEP1 tunnel (no technical noise). Model B is made to fit measurements 
on the Fermilab2 site. Model B10 is made to fit measurements at LAPP in Annecy and the technical noise measured in the 

                                                 
1 Large Electron Positron, (predecessor of the LHC, Geneva, Switzerland) 
2 Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, (Batavia, Chicago). 

Fig. 2: Ground motion models. 
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CMS hall. Finally, model C is based on measurements at DESY3. 

2.2.2 Direct disturbances on the quadrupole (Acoustic noise, cooling) 

Direct forces are transmitted through the beam pipe, power leads with cooling water pipes and by acoustic pressure, and 

act directly on the quadrupole [9] (see fig. 3). 

 

Recent studies [10], [11] have shown that the effect of the vibration forces acting directly on the magnet are 

highly attenuated by increasing the stiffness of the ML quadrupoles and its supports. The direct forces have 

been added in the GM model B10, which contains generic technical noise. 

2.3 Mechanical stabilisation systems 

2.3.1 Mechanical stabilisation system for ML and BDS 

To reduce the motion of the ML quadrupoles for high frequencies (� 1 Hz), each quadrupole will be positioned on an 

active stabilization system. Regarding the integrated simulations, a theoretical fit of the measured transfer functions of the 

current design [12] has been used, which is shown in fig. 4. An IRMS movement of 1 nm above 1 Hz has been 

demonstrated. The peak at 0.2 Hz of the Quadrupole Stabilization (QS) is close to the micro-seismic peak which is 

unfavourable. Thus, a targeted future design [13] is also shown in fig. 4. For the BDS, the same design as for the ML has 

been assumed in simulation, nevertheless, a more dedicated system could be envisaged. 

                                                 
3 German Electron Synchrotron (Hamburg, Germany) 

Fig. 3: Disturbances on the quadrupoles.
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2.3.2 Mechanical stabilization system for the final doublet 

To reduce the beam offset jitter for high frequencies, the FD, which includes the last quadrupoles QD0 and QF1, will be 

put on a large mass, the pre-isolator [14] (see fig. 5), which is attached to the tunnel. In addition an active stabilization can 

be deployed, but the simulation is limited to the stand-alone usage of the pre-isolator. 

Fig. 4: Amplitude of the 
theoretical transfer functions of the quadrupole stabilization. 
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The two magnets are supported by rigid girders that are fixed on top of a massive concrete block, weighing about 80 tons 

and resting on several springs whose rigidity is tuned in order to have a vertical resonance of the whole assembly at 1 Hz. 

For such a system, an achieved IRMS movement of 0.13 nm above 4 Hz has been reported [14]. The pre-isolator has two 

support points. Each of them has its own transfer function shown in fig. 6. The resonance at 50 Hz is caused by the 

vibration of the cantilever and is designed to be at the beam repetition rate. 

 

These transfer functions have been implemented in the simulation layout. A discrepancy between the two different 

Fig. 5: Layout of the pre-isolator with the 
concrete mass supporting the two final focus magnets. Taken from [14]. 

 

Fig. 6: Amplitude of the theoretical transfer functions of the pre-isolator of the final doublet system.
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transfer functions of the mechanical stabilization of the ML and BDS, and the final doublet system, and therefore between 

the quadrupole positions will impact luminosity. Therefore, the transfer functions should be tuned in order to have a 

similar shape, especially at lower frequencies. Simulations have shown that a tuning of the quadrupole stabilisation by e.g. 

a low-pass filter will ease the task of the OFB [13]. 

3 Beam-based feedbacks 

Two main strategies are currently studied: the Interaction Point Feedback (IPFB) and the Orbit Feedback (OFB) are 

trajectory feedbacks, which collect information along the accelerator and at the interaction point in order to correct the 

beam positions thanks to specific kickers all along the accelerator. The sampling rate of these feedbacks is fixed and 

imposed by the beam repetition rate of 50 Hz. This limitation causes these feedbacks to be only effective for frequencies 

below 1-4 Hz. The trajectory feedbacks are therefore only efficient at reducing beam size growth and slowly changing 

beam-beam offset. 

3.1 OFB control principle 

The OFB is intended to suppress GM, which induces beam oscillations along the ML and the BDS of CLIC. These beam 

oscillations degrade the luminosity performance, since they generate beam-beam offset and increase the emittance 

due to chromatic dilutions via filamentation. To counteract the beam oscillations, 2122 BPMs are installed along the 

ML and BDS, which measure the beam offsets in horizontal and vertical direction. These measurements are used by the 

OFB to calculate corrections that are sent to the actuators. The baseline choice for the actuators design is to move the 

quadrupoles mechanically with the help of the positioning capabilities of the stabilisation system presented in section 

2.3.1. As an alternative solution, also dipole corrector magnets can be deployed. 

The OFB is a discrete-time control system, with a sampling time of 20 ms (determined by the beam repetition rate). The 

design of the OFB is carried out in three steps. In the first step, the large, Multi-Input, Multi-Output (MIMO) accelerator 

system is decoupled, such that each input of the new system is only influencing one output. This is accomplished by 

transforming the inputs and outputs by matrix multiplications that can be found with the Singular Value Decomposition 

(SVD) of the orbit response matrix. With this SVD decoupling, the design is simplified significantly, since the task of 
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finding one large MIMO controller is split up into the determination of simpler Single-Input Single-Output controllers 

(SISO). For more detailed information on the OFB, refer to [15]. 

In the second and third steps of the design, the individual SISO controllers are determined. The second step consists of the 

determination of one controller transfer function C(z), which shapes the form of all open loop frequency responses of the 

decoupled accelerator channels in an appropriate way. This shaping ensures high GM suppression at low frequencies, low 

noise amplification at high frequencies and takes into account stability consideration by guaranteeing a phase margin of 

more than 36°. In the third step, one open gain parameter gi is calculated per decoupled accelerator channel, which is 

multiplied with the before defined controller C(z) to get the final SISO controllers giC(z), where i is the channel index. 

The parameter gi is determined such that the luminosity loss due to GM and measurement noise is minimised, by 

balancing the two influences. For this balancing, models of GM and measurement noise as well as a model of the effect of 

these signals on the luminosity loss are used. fig. 7 shows closed loop frequency responses magnitudes of the beam 

oscillation amplitude to GM (Tga) and to measurement noise (Tna), for one decoupled control loop. 

 

3.2 IPFB control principle 

The IPFB corrects the beam position at the IP �y by measuring the deflection angles of the colliding beams and adjusting 

the beam position with a dipole kicker positioned near QD0. The structure of this control is given in fig. 8. 

Fig. 7: Magnitudes of the closed loop frequency responses 
of the beam oscillation amplitude of one decoupled control loop to ground motion (Tga) and measurement noise (Tna). For this plot, a gi of 1 is 

assumed. 
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The proposed control framework is composed of a feedback loop with a numerical controller (H) optimized to minimize 

the offset of the beam, and a real-time adaptive control feature (Ha) based on the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) 

algorithm [16]. A more detailed study of the whole control can be found in [17]. 

 

 

The disturbance (B, B10) is the mechanical excitation from GM. (D) is the disturbance felt by the quadrupole leading to 

beam imperfections (i.e. GM models damped by the mechanical stabilizations: QS or pre-isolator). The transfer 

function between the mechanical displacement of this quadrupole and the beam can be modelled by a constant gain equal 

to 1 since it is considered as a uniform rigid structure. The transfer function of the BPM is also modelled by a unity gain, 

since the beam offset �y feeds the input of the controllers. 

The action, meant to reduce the offset between the two beams at the IP, is done by a kicker. The obtained displacement of 

the beam is proportional (equal to 1 in the following model) to the injected current of the kicker. The dynamic of the 

process is a delay at a sampling period equal to 0.02 s. 

The structure of the compensator (H) is given by ���C �
 �! �"

��! D"
�D

#!$�"��!$D"�D
where �%#is the back shift operator. 

In the following simulations, five control strategies have been tested: 

Fig. 8: Feedback and 
adaptive control scheme. 
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� a particular 

case where &#and &'are equal to -1 without adaptive filter, that corresponds to a double integrator in the controller, called 

PIID, 

� a particular 

case where only&#is equal to -1 without adaptive filter, that corresponds to a single integrator in the controller, called PID, 

� a general 

case where &#nor &'are imposed without adaptive filter, called FB, 

� a particular 

case where only&#is equal to -1 with the adaptive filter, called PIDA, 

� a general 

case where &#nor &'are imposed with the adaptive filter, called FBA (see [17] for more details). 

4 Simulation and results 

4.1 Simulation setup 

Simulations of the beam dynamics in CLIC, from the entrance of the ML to the IP including the beam-beam interaction 

have been performed by using PLACET and GUINEA-PIG. All mitigation techniques have been implemented. The 

measured PSDs and the luminosity have been averaged over 100 seeds each corresponding to a real-time accelerator 

operation of 15 s for GM B and B10. 

4.2 Modelling assumptions 

Main assumptions leading to the results presented in this paper such as hardware dynamic response or BPM resolution are 

discussed in this section. First of all, the transmittance of the quadrupole has been neglected, which corresponds to an 

infinite rigid quadrupole. Although this isn't the case, the stiff design of the quadrupole would prevent any resonant 

frequency below several hundred Hz. Moreover, the GM PSD decreases rapidly with frequency being proportional with 

1/f4, and the mechanical stabilisation should damp any vibration above a few Hz. Because of these considerations, the 

dynamic response of the quadrupole should have a negligible impact on the results. Furthermore, in simulation each 

quadrupole has the same transfer function, while in reality there will be a certain spread in them, which will degrade the 

performance of the OFB and might result in more beam jitter at the IP. This will be a topic for future study. Next, the 
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kicker's dynamic response has been neglected, since it is assumed to be much faster than the sampling period of the beam. 

This is a specification requirement for the development of such an actuator, and should be possible to achieve regarding 

the low beam repetition rate of 50 Hz. Finally, in these simulations a resolution of 50/100 nm [18] has been used for 

BDS/ML BPMs, while the post-collision BPM resolution has been neglected. This will have a clear impact on the results. 

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the luminosity loss and the beam-beam offset IRMS @ 0.1 Hz as a function of the post-

collision BPM resolution. 

 

These results have been obtained with the FBA controller and without GM. The plot shows the correlation between the 

beam-beam offset and the luminosity loss. The latter is limited to 1% considering a resolution of about 45 µm for the 

post-collision BPM. This simulation can be considered realistic enough to specify the post-collision BPM resolution. 

4.3 Feedback simulations 

The first set of simulations shows on the left part of fig. 10 the beam-beam offset PSD and IRMS when using the five 

different IPFBs discussed in section 3.2 with GM model B10. The right part shows the same results with GM model B. 

The two feedbacks (IPFB and OFB) are on. 

Fig. 9: Beam-beam offset IRMS @ 0.1 Hz and luminosity loss as a function of the post-collision BPM resolution. 
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Tables 1 and 2 summarise the obtained performances in terms of luminosity loss and IRMS @ 0.1 Hz. Two other GM 

models A and C (see fig. 2) have been added for comparison. 

 

 Table 1 
 Average luminosity loss. 

Average luminosity loss, (SEM) 

IPFB PIID PID PIDA FB FBA 

Ground 
motion 

A 1.47% (0.01%) 3.30% (0.06%) 2.78% (0.05%) 1.21% (0.01%) 1.22% (0.01%) 

B 1.63% (0.01%) 7.10% (0.16%) 1.54% (0.03%) 1.47% (0.03%) 1.49% (0.03%) 

B10 1.88% (0.01%) 7.22% (0.14%) 1.75% (0.03%) 1.72% (0.03%) 1.72% (0.03%) 

C 40.98% (0.40%)   47.40% (0.34%) 27.38% (0.30%) 22.76% (0.24%) 22.02% (0.25%) 

 
 

 Table 2 
 IRMS of Beam-Beam offset for several GMs and IPFB controllers. 

Beam-beam offset IRMS @ 0.1 Hz [nm], (SEM) 

IPFB PIID PID PIDA FB FBA 

Ground 
motion 

A 
1.5E-10 

(1.1E-12) 
3.5E-10 

(7.9E-12) 
2.8E-10 

(5.4E-12) 
9.5E-11 

(3.9E-13) 
9.8E-11 

(3.9E-13) 

B 1.6E-10 6.3E-10 1.2E-10 1.1E-10 1.1E-010, 

Fig. 10: IP Feedback controller comparison for GM B10 and B with both BBFBs. 
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(9.9E-13) (1.9E-11) (7.7E-13) (4.2E-13) (1.0E-012) 

B10 
1.9E-10 

(1.2E-12) 
6.4E-10 

(1.4E-11) 
1.5E-10 

(8.7E-13) 
1.5E-10 

(7.1E-13) 
1.5E-10 

(8.2E-13) 

C 
2.3E-09 

(4.3E-11) 
2.6E-09 

(3.1E-11) 
9.2E-10 

(1.3E-11) 
5.9E-10 

(4.7E-12) 
4.5E-10 

(3.3E-12) 

Statistical errors on the simulation results have been characterized by the Standard Error on the Mean (SEM) in the tables, 
which is given by the sample standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of seeds. These 
simulations show that the GM model has an important influence on the performances in terms of luminosity or offset. For 
example, with GM model C, the specifications cannot be reached with any of the controllers. In most cases, a simple PID 
controller isn't able to maintain good performances. At this moment, it is not possible to choose a particular controller due 
to some imperfections not taken into account in the simulation model and due to some future changes in the design of the 
components such as the pre-isolator. Nevertheless, the most important unknown is the characteristic of the GM that has 
an impact on the performances. The partial conclusion is that the proposed set of controller strategies can be used on a 
variety of reasonable GM models. 

4.4 Interaction between Feedbacks 

In section 4.3 all simulations were done with both feedbacks on and it is shown that the luminosity loss is sufficiently low 

compared to other imperfections when the GM model is not too severe. In these simulations, the coupling effects between 

the two feedback loops are investigated. The left part of fig. 11 shows the PSD and IRMS of the beam-beam offset for 

ground model B10 for the FBA controller and the right part shows the same results for ground model B. 
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These figures show that, in order to limit the luminosity loss, both feedbacks must be on. When only the OFB is on, both 

luminosity and beam-beam offset are far from the needed performances. With only the IPFB on, the IRMS is the lowest 

but without the needed luminosity. In any case where the IPFB is on, the GM is successfully corrected below 4 Hz. The 

OFB has a small effect on the degradation of the beam-beam offset when both feedbacks are on, leading to an IRMS 

twice as high as without OFB. Simulations using other controllers show the same behaviour. Nevertheless, this 

degradation due to the introduction of the OFB is small enough and the beam-beam offset is under the needed maximum 

requirements. This scheme allows to reach an IRMS of the beam motion of about 0.2 nm @ 0.1 Hz with both feedbacks 

leading to an average luminosity loss of less than 1.7% (see table 1). 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, an integrated simulation of GM mitigation techniques for the future compact linear collider has been shown. 

The simulation takes into account most of the physical elements of the collider: beam optics, mechanical supports, 

realistic models of GM, etc. Two feedbacks are presented; on the one hand, the IPFB meant to reduce the offset position 

Fig. 11: Interaction between feedbacks. 
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of the colliding beams at the IP, on the other hand, the OFB designed to minimize the emittance of the beam. Both 

feedbacks aim to maximize the luminosity performance. For the IPFB five different control strategies are discussed. 

Different structures for the beam-beam offset control show interesting results. First, the presented controllers are able to 

deal with different GM behaviour except for high frequency disturbed models. Second, detrimental coupling between 

both feedbacks have been shown to exist and it increases the beam-beam offset up to a factor two. However, these 

controllers can maintain the beam-beam offset around 0.2 nm (IRMS @ 0.1 Hz), resulting in less than 1.7% average 

luminosity loss for both considered GM models. Overall, with the various adaptable IPFB and OFB controllers and the 

well-advanced integrated simulation, we believe that we are flexible to choose the correct controllers to tackle the 

unknown, to be encountered GM successfully. Finally, the obtained performances are above the nominal performances 

needed for the collider as the 1.7% is deemed to be small enough compared to the 20% luminosity loss budget for all 

dynamic effects in the accelerator. The quoted luminosity losses are due to the GM and controllers directly, while some 

simplifications have been made in the simulation, which will degrade the luminosity performances. Specifically, the 

simplifications concerning the transfer functions and the BPM resolution are discussed in detail. A further improvement 

can be made with a global optimisation of both FBs' parameters and mechanical stabilisation systems in order to increase 

the performances and robustness of the presented strategy with respect to non-modelled behaviour of the collider. 
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Nomenclature Tables 
BBFB Beam-Based FeedBack 

BDS Beam Delivery System 

BPM Beam Position Monitor 

CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research 

CLIC Compact Linear Collider 

CMS Compact Muon Solenoid 

FD Final Doublet 
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GLS Generalized Least-Square 

GM Ground Motion 

IP Interaction Point 

IPFB Interaction Point FeedBack 

IRMS Integrated Root Mean Square 

LAPP Laboratoire d'Annecy-Le-Vieux de Physique des Particules 

LEP Large Electron Positron 

LHC Large Hadron Collider 

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output 

ML Main Linac 

PSD Power Spectral Density 

OFB Orbit FeedBack 

QD0/QF1 Final Doublet Quadrupoles 

QS Quadrupole Stabilization 

RF Radio Frequency 

SEM Standard Error of the Mean 

SISO Single Input Single Output 

SVD Singular Value Decomposition 

 

A, B, B10, C Ground motion models 

C SISO OFB controller 

D Beam imperfection 

FB(A), PID(A), (Adaptive) Numerical and Proportional-Integral-Derivative controllers 

G Kicker (actuator used to steer the beam) 

H Numerical controller 

Ha Adaptive filter 

L(0) (Nominal) luminosity 

Tga, Tna Closed loop frequency responses magnitudes of the beam oscillation 
amplitude to GM (Tga) and to measurement noise (Tna) 

�x,0 �y,0 (Nominal) beam size at the IP along x and y 

� Beam-beam offset 

gi Gain parameter corresponding to channel index i 

x, y Horizontal and vertical direction 
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